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I Political ideology is a coherent system linking together
political preferences (Carmines and D’Amico 2015)
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Measuring Ideology : Challenges

I Main Challenges
I Latent dimension, which is collectively defined and

continuously reinterpreted
I Contingent to a specific political context (concept stretching)

→ The issue of measuring ideologies cannot be solved once
and for all.

1. Reviewing previous existing measure and keep scrutinizing
their validity

2. Innovating and taking over progress of other fields to
develop new measures
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A typology of Ideological Measures

Main criteria: Identificaton of left-right
1. Survey Measures

I Subjective identification of left and right

2. and 3. Behavioral Measures
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A typology of Ideological Measures

Main criteria: Identificaton of left-right
1. Survey Measures

I Subjective identification of left and right

2. Inductive Behavioral Measures
I Defines ex-ante left and right
I CMP ; Wordscores

3. Deductive Behavioral Measures
I Discovers left and right in the data
I Roll-Call Analysis, Wordfish, Wordshoal
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Partisan Semantic Overlaps - Concept

I Language patterns commonly used by several parties
indicate indicate common ideological positions

. . . or put differently . . .
I When predicting the party label of a speech, the uncertainty

of the prediction - semantic overlap - informs on a shared
ideological position
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Partisan Semantic Overlaps as Prediction Uncertainty
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Translating Overlaps Into Ideological Positions
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Semantic Partisan Overlaps: Summary

1. Step: Estimate partisan probabilities

g(texti) => [P i
1, P

i
2, ..., P i

k , P
i
gov]
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Data
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Estimation of Overlaps: Convolutional Neural Network
and PCA

I Text is represented as sequences of 250 words (Vocabulary
size is 15 000)

I Embedding Layer (200 units) + Convolutional Layer (5
words) + LSTM Layer (bidirectional ; 64 units)

I Output layer: one-hot-encoded vector with kparties + 1
dimensions (softmax)

I Trained during two epochs (no validation split)
I Components extracted with PCA
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Advantages of this Approach

Efficient computation
I large dataset
I large vocabulary
I no preprocessing required

Speech-Level Estimates
I fine-grained measure
I aggregation is still possible (party, speaker)
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Example of Results - Germany
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Validation - Comparative Manifesto Project
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Expert-Survey inGermanywith Young Political Leaders
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German Expert-Survey vs. Comparative Candidate
Survey
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Validation - Expert Survey
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But. . .
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Conclusion

I Summary
I Deductive Behavioral Measure. . .
I relying on the relationship between text and party labels . . .
I .. producing accurate party estimates but not wrong

individual estimates

I Possible explanation of the individual results
I Wrong conceptual assumption ?
I Lack of overfitting ?
I Method of dimensionality reduction?
I (Selection bias in the process of individual validation)

I Future steps
I Adding covariates (time) and fine-tuning the model and the

PCA
I Trying the validation in other countries (currently running the

survey)
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